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ABSTRACT Sandia National Laboratories has modeled the
existing Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) SFAT, and per-

The International Atomic Energy Agency uses formed parameter studies to guide improvements in the
the Spent Fuel Attribute Tester (SFAT) to measure
gamma signatures from fuel assemblies stored in spent instrument for detection of 137Cs in the presence of a
fuel pools, lt consists of a shielded, collimated NaI(TI) field of background assemblies. The optimization was
detector attached to an air-filled pipe. The purpose of performed under the followir,g constraints:
the present study was to define design changes, within (1) The optimized instrument must be of the same
operational constraints, that would improve the target or less weight than the existing instrument.
assembly 137Cssignal relative to the background sig- (2) The optimized instrument must be of the same
nals from adjacent assemblies. This improvement is or less diameter than the existing instrument.
essential to reducing to an acceptable level the meas- (3) The optimized instrument must use a NaI(TI)
urement time during an inspection. Monte Carlo cal- crystal (dimensions not fixed).
culations of the entire geometry were impractical; (4) The bottom of the air-filled pipe can not
therefore, a hybrid method was developed that com- approach closer than 5 cm above the fuel
bined one-dimensional discrete ordinates models of the assembly handle.
spent fuel pool, three-dimensional Monte Carlo calcu- (5) The background fuel assemblies have a
lations of the SFAT, and detector response calcula- burnup of about 30 MWd/kgU and have
tions. The method compared well with measurements cooled for about 5 years.
taken with the existing baseline SFAT. Calculations SFAT BASELINE GEOMETRY MODEL
predicted significant improvements in signal-to-noise
ratio. Recommended changes included shortening the The baseline SFAT instrument geometry as-
pipe and increasing its wall thickness, placing low-Z sumed for the present modeling effort, not including
filters in the crystal line of sight, reducing the thick- the collimator pipe, is shown in Figure 1. We have as-
ness of shielding around the collimator aperture and sumed that the tip of the collimator is positioned 5 cm
adding shielding around the crystal, and reducing the above and to the side of the handle of the target spent
diameter of the crystal. An instrument incorporating fuel assembly. The SFAT geometry model was created
these design changes is being fabricated inFinland and using combinalorial geometry for use in the Monte
will be tested this year._ Carlo code MORSE.5 Figure 2 illustrates the baseline

geometry model. The instrument is assumed to be
INTRODUCTION azimuthally symmetric about its axis.

The SFAT is an instrument designed to measure In the calculational model, the background as-
certain _ttributes of spent fuel located in a storage rack
without requiring the spent fuel to be moved from its semblies -- ali the spent fuel assemblies in the storage
in-rack location.2,3 This is accomplished by suspend- rack other than the target assembly -- are assumed to
ing the SFAT device over the target fuel assembly and constitute an infinite, two-dimensional array of assem-
collecting a gamma spectrum from the assembly for blies occupying every storage location in the spent fuel
analysis. This measurement is straightforward when sto_age rack except that of the target assembly. The
the assembly to be measured is isolated, but can be background assemblies are assumed to be positioned at
complicated by background radiation when the assem- the same height as the target assembly. Ali are as-

bl), to be measured is adiacent to other spent fuel.4 sumed to have a burnup of about 30 MWd/kgU and to....... have a cooling time of 5 years. Note thai although
*Thiswork supported by the U.S. State Department some BWR fuel assemblies have flow channels, these
through the International Safeguards Project Office. were ignored in this analysis.
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species in the structural materials. For the fission
_----,,sm,,oo----, product source there are many significant isotopes.
" I I ' However, for the structural materials, only 6°Co is sig-

c.,,,_p.,,,I nificant. The isotopes used in the source term, their

I L_ gamma rays, and their activities at various cooling. times can be found in Dupree and Laub.6
• ,_

., .,z..___.a_,_ In modeling the source term for the SFAT re-
sponse calculations, the geometric complexity of the
fuel assemblies and the storage rack is not material; al-
though, the handle of the target fuel assembly is rele-
vant because of its proximity to the end of the air-filled
pipe. Therefore, for purposes of the calculational
model, the transport and scattering of gammas through

c_ s,_ t NaTos_lo the fuel assemblies and the tie plate was performed
_,,_,_, separately from their transport through the water and

.,_ , the components of the SFAT into the detector crystal.
Ele_arJt_

_ To obtain the energy spectrum of the fission
_L product gammas in the water above the fuel assem-

_,,mm,o--.. _ bites, a one-dimensional discrete ordinates calculation

was performed. The one-dimensional geometry con-I

sisted of water over slabs of stainless steel and UO2.
...1,,1. ,I ___ The source was taken from Roddy7and was modified

(_ollm411orFllll¢l_ - i '-!.". :-_ u _,.

nA_,,, .... _ as described in Section 3 of Ref. 6. The flux intensity
Al)eaums,me 10, "" _ , ! |

_,.ntl2?mm ID _ and energy spectrum were determined as a function of
(_0,,_,_,,,) ..... _Jt_ distance above the stainless steel layer. If the instru-

Fig. 1. Geometry Assumed for the SFAT ment were suspended above an empty fuel assembly
position in a large spent fuel pool containing a spent
fuel assembly in every other storage location, it would
experience a flux roughly equivalent to that obtained

w,,., [ from the one-dimensional calculation.

_T..,_ When the SFAT is above a spent fuel assembly,
it is exposed to the gamma radiation streaming up the
air-filled pipe from the target assembly. This source

_,_,w_ __----_,,e,_,, ] component is not in the one-dimensional source be-
",4t4----_c._,-,,,,,,,--,I cause the latter assumes only water above the fuel as-

.. l_l I_'dFh" ] semblies. Because the air collimator is oriented such
that only gammas from the target assembly can stream

¢,,m_,- through it, the uncollided contribution from assemblies
__ other than the target assembly will be negligible.

In order to account for the effect of uncollided

photons from the target fuel assembly, the SFAT must
be modeled in place above the assembly and the trans-

""_ .. I port of the radiation fromthe assembly accounted for

r,.-- _,_ ' _°F_:::_ F::_ directly. The effect of uncollidedphotons from the
target assembly was calculated separately as discussed

l;lt :1 below.
Figure 2. Combinatorial Geometry Model of SFAT CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

SPENT FUEL SOURCE TERM For each SFAT geometry the pulse height spec-
The isotopic sources in the spent fuel assemblies trum produced by the gamma flux incident on the

consist of two components _ those gamma rays emit- SFAT detector crystal is calculated using a six-step
ted by fission products and those emitted by activated process. The first step was the calculation of the un-



perturbed background gamma flux in the water above rural material source was located in the tie plate and
the spent fuel assemblies and around the SFAT device handle.
using one-dimensional discrete ordinates methods. The fourth step was the weighting and summing
This calculation was described earlier and was per- of the twelve separate background results to produce
formed only once while steps 2 through 6 were per- the total gamma flux incident on the detector crystal
formed for each geometry perturbation, from the background sources. This background result

The second step was the calculation of the corresponds to the SFAT being located above an empty
gamma flux incident on the detector crystal due to the location in the spent fuel rack, or over the gap between
background source. The one-dimensional fluxes were spent fuel assemblies in the rack. The incident fluxes
coupled into three-dimensional Monte Carlo calcula- from the target assembly uncollided sources were also
lions by assuming an isotropic source in the water ad- summed. This uncollided result corresponds to the
jacent to the SFAT. The background source spectrum SFAT being located above a target spent fuel assembly
and intensity as a function of position was taken from without any surrounding assemblies.

the one-dimensional calculations. Background photons Fifth, the total incident gamma flux from both
were distributed throughout a water layer 5 cm thick the background and target assembly sources were
around the SFAT. Background photons were then weighted and summed. This summation produces the
tracked through the SFAT in three dimensions and total gamma flux incident on the SFAT crystal. The
scores were tallied using a next event flux estimator at weights used were 0.4 for the background source and
the center of the Nal crystal. 0.6 for the uncollided target assembly source, as de-

The space above the fuel assemblies was divided termined empirically by comparison with measured
into twelve zones and the gamma flux incident on the results.
detector crystal from the source in each of these zones

Finally, in the sixth step, the detector pulse
was calculated separately for the fission product and height spectrum was produced by folding the gamma
structural material gamma sources. Source stratifica- fluxes incident on the detector crystal with the detector
lion assured that the source intensity per unit height in

response function. The detector response function was
each calculation (zone) did not vary widely, thus ensur-

produced and subsequent folding performed using
ing adequate sampling of the spatial source distribu- GADRAS. s The response model used was that of
tion. For each source contribution -- fission product Dupree and Laub. 9 The baseline response model wasand structural material -- the results of each of these

twelve calculations were weighted with the actual in- developed for a 2-inch diameter by 2-inch long Nal(Tl)
tensity of the flux in the respective zones and summed crystal. Response models for other crystal sizes and

shapes were also developed to investigate the effect of
to produce the total gamma flux incidenl on the detec- variations in the crystal geometry. The calculation
tor crystal due to background radiation, methods, including the weighting and summing of

111addition to stratified sampling, correlat_'J separate calculations, are described in more detail in
sampling was used in ali the Monte Carlo calculations. Refs. 6 and 10.

In correlated sampling, each particle in a perlurbcd GEOMETRY PERTURBATIONS
calculation begins its random walk with the same ran-
dom number sequence that the corresponding particle Each geometry perturbation was intended to en-
used in the baseline calculation. Ali other problem hance the 137Cs signal by either reducing the back-
parameters (e.g., number of histories, variance reduc- ground or by increasing the uncollided signal from the
lion) are held constant between perturbation calcula- target assembly, or both. Additional geometry pertur-
dons. Thus the only differences between the baseline bations were performed to investigate further promis-

and the perturbed geometry calculations are caused by ing results from individual perturbations. Each geome-
particles encountering changes in the problem try perturbation is discussed below in the order ii was
geometry, developed.

The third step was the calculation of the uncol- Perturbation 1 placed lead collars with open ap-
lided gamma flux from the target assembly using three- ertures in the air-filled pipe. This was designed to
dimensional Monte Carlo. Again, the incident gamma block the pipe wall from the crystal line-of-sight, thus
fluxes due to fission product and structural material reducing background radiation entering the detector
sources were calculated separately. The fission product from around the pipe. Ali collars were 5 cm thick and
source for these calculations was assumed to be located completely filled the pipe except for a 10-mm aperture
at the top of the target assembly fuel region. The struc- through the center.



Perturbation 2 replaced the lead filters in the three collars, a total of 7.5 cm of graphite was placed
shield aperture with carbon filters. A lead filter prefer- in the way of the streaming photons.
entially shields the 137Cs signal compared with the Perturbations 5C, 5D, 5E, and 5F are variations
6°Co signal. The total cross section for carbon is rela- of perturbation 5A in that ali have a 150-cm pipe. Per-
tively fiat above 100 keV. Thus very low energy pho- turbation 5C placed a 6-mm-thick iron filter half way
tons are preferentially shielded, but the 137Cs and 6°Co
signals are attenuated more or less equally. Graphite along the aperture instead of a carbon filter up againstthe Nai crystal. Iron, similar to carbon, will attenuate
with about the same 6°Co shielding effectiveness as the 137Cs and 6°Co gammas approximately equally. The
lead filter was placed in the shield aperture. This re- new location of the filter was designed to reduce fur-
quired a 2.5-cm-thick graphite filter, ther the amount of scattered photons reaching the crys-

Perturbation 3 increased the diameter of the air- tat. Perturbation 5D increased the thickness of the pipe

filled pipe. By increasing the diameter of the pipe, the wall from 1.5 mm to 5 mm. Perturbation 5E placed
length of the pipe from which background radiation lead collars in the air-filled pipe. Perturbation 5F
scattered in the pipe wall can make a direct flight to combined perturbations 5A. 5C, and 5D, and reduced
the detector crystal is reduced. In addition, the view of the thickness of the lower detector shield from 20 cm
the target assembly is increased: therefore, the uncol- to 10 cm.
lided signal from the target assembly should be in-

Perturbations in the Nal crystal size and shape
creased. The diameter of the air-filled pipe was in-

were also investigated. The baseline geometry (and alicreased from the baseline 30 mm outside diameter to

35.5 mm, about 20%. The thickness of the pipe wall perturbations discussed so far) assumed a 2-inch di-
ameter by 2-inch long Nai crystal. Most of the radia-

was not altered, tion incident on the detector crystal streams up the pipe

Perturbation 4 reduced the diameter of the aper- and through the aperture: therefore, lengthening the
ture in the shielding below the detector. This change crystal should improve the full-energy peak efficiency.
was designed to reduce the background contribution to Increasing the diameter of the crystal should have al-
the deteclor count rate. For this perturbation the most no effect on 137Cs detectability for the SFAT since
diameter of the aperture was redtaced from 10 mm to the shield aperture diameter is much smaller than the
5 mm. crystal diameter. Decreasing the diameter of the crys-

tal will have little effect until the crystal diameter ap-
Perturbation 5A reduced the length of the air- proaches about 1 inch. Ali variations of the crystal

filled pipe. Moving the detector closer to the target as-
sembly will increase the uncollided signal. However, geometry were studied using the geometry of
lowering the detector in the water places the detector in perturbation 5F.
a stronger background radiation field. For this pertur- In addition to the 5-year-old target assembly

barton, the length of the pipe was reduced from 200 cm surrounded by 5-year-old background assemblies, a
to 150 cre. Perturbation 5B is a continuation of 5A calculation was performed for a 10-year-old target as-
where the length of the pipe was reduced to 100 cre. sembly surrounded by 5-year-old background assem-
Perturbation 5B was performed because 5A showed blies. This calculation was also performed using the

significant improvement in the 137Cs signal, configuration of perturbation 5F and is designated 5F'.

Perturbation 6 increased the pipe wall thick- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ness. In this manner, the contribution of the back-

ground radiation surrounding the pipe to the detector The goal of the modifications to the SFAT ge-
count rate should be reduced. The thickness of the ometry is to enhance tt_cdetectability of the 137Cs 662-

pipe wall was doubled from 1.5 mm to 3 mm. The keV line. A signal-to,_,_oise ratio (S/N) for the peak is
outside radius was adjusted to accommodate the in- the best objective me,a,_ureto evaluate the results of the

calculations. The res,u_s of the geometry perturbation
creased wall thickness, calculations are iisteti in Table 1. Results for two S/Ns

Perturbation 7 was a combination of two previ- are shown. S/N l gives a measure of the peak intensity
ous perturbations m the lead collars in the pipe and the compared with the background standard deviation:

carbon filters. The carbon filters were placed in the S/N2 gives a measure of the peak intensity as a per-
collar apertures instead of the shield aperture. The centage of background. Because the results of Table 1
carbon filter in each of the collars was 2.5 cm thick do not include photopeak efficiency or energy resolu-
and centered in the collar. The lead filters in the tion, they are independent of a specific crystal size or
original geometry were removed. Since there were type.
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Table 1. Perturbation calculation signal-lo-noise cares that these modifications are beneficial separately,
results, and it is reasonable to assume that the combination of

....... , these two perturbations will further improve the per-
# ] Cha n_es ] S/N z ] S/N? formance of the SFAT. Althougha simple combina-

Base 48.4 33.5% lion of these perturbations was not analyzed, perturba-
1 Lead collars 29.6 29.3% lion 5F did include both of these modifications along
2 Carbon filters 51.8 35.6% with a modification of the lower detector shield. Per-.,.

3 Wider pipe, 53.5 28.4% turbation 5F produced the best S/N ratios of ali the

4 Smaller aperture 48.4 33.6% perturbations investigated.
5A.... 150-cre pipe 2045.9 i029.5%..... Figure 3 shows the calculated pulse height spec-
5B 100-cre pipe 2460.9 738.7% trum for perturbation 5F (5-year-old target assembly).

" 6 Double pipe thickness 52 37.7% This Figure represents our best estimate of what an
7 Lead collars with 669.5 793.1% SFAT in the 5F geometry would measure when placed

carbon plugs 5 cm above the handle of a 5-year-old spent fuel as-
5C ' 5A with iron filter 2356.1 1202.4'% sembly in an array of similar background assemblies.
5D 5A with thick pipe wall 2103.3 ,.,1089..7,% The 137Cs signature is clearly visible in the modified
5E 5A with lead collars 1614.3 1165.5% instrument. This signal is not visible in the baseline
5F 5C and 5D with altered 2370.8 1217.8% instrument under the same configuration which is

lower shield shown for comparison in Figure 4.

5F 10'ye.ar-old target 2i90.4 ....12161b% The pulse height spectrum for perturbation 5F'
is shown in Figure 5. The 137Cs peak is still visible.

Although perturbation 7 provides considerable The limit of the 137Cs detectability by the 5F SFAT
improvement in lhc 137Cs S/N. il is apparent that per- design as a function of target assembly burnup and
turbalion 5, with its various combinations, offers the cooling time, for a given background, is difficult to de-

most significant opportunity for improving the SFAT. termine. As the relative contribution from the target
Even after folding with the detector response function, decreases, the ability to measure the 137Cs peak be-
137Cs peaks can be seen in perturbations 5A through comes a function of the count time and the pr(xzessing
5F, as well as perturbation 7. From Table 1, penurba- done on the data collected, lt also depends on the
tion 5A, it is obvious that some shortening of the pipe alignment of the instrument above the target assembly.
is beneficial: however, continv._edshortening of the pipe If the operator can lower the tip of the collimator pipe
fails to offer clear improvements (Table 1, perturbation slightly, significant improvements in the signal to

5B). If one fits a second degree polynomial through noise ratio might result. In addition, one might bc able

the data, S/'N_ reaches a maximum for a 112-cm pipe, to use a background measurement taken above the gap
while S/N 2reaches a maximum for a 136-cm pipe. between fuel assemblies, or above an empty position in

the spent fuel rack, to improve detectability through
Perturbations 5C and 5D each show improve- background subtraction.

rnents when compared to perturbation 5A, This indi-
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Figure 3. Perturbation5F pulseheight spectrum (semilog scale)andenlargement of ]37Csregion (linear scale).
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Figure 5. Perturbation 5F' pulse height spectrum (semilog scale) and enlargement of _37Csregion (linear scale).

Present results indicate thai a 10-year-cooled. bly in an array of similar background assemblies. Fur-
high-burnup target assembly should be detectable thermore, the signal should still be detectable if the
within an array of 5-year-cooled, high-burnup back- high-burnup target assembly is cooled for 10 years, or
ground assemblies. If we assume both fission product if the 5-year-cooled target assembly has a low burnup.
and structural activation sources scale linearly with lt should be noted that absolute statements of

burnup, it follows thai a 5-year-cooled, low-burnup detectibility may be in error. Nevertheless the main
(-15 MWd/kgU) target assembly should be detectable value of these calculations lies in giving guidance on
in the same background. However, whether a 10-year- how to optimize overall design parameters. The
cooled, low-burnup target assembly would be detect- detectibility of assemblies with different cooling times
able in this background is problematic, and burnups must eventually be checked -

The S/N resulting from placing the alternate de- experimentally. These experiments should verify, at
rector crystals in the perturbation 5F geometry did not least on a relative scale, the major trends predicted by

= produce significant improvements in 137Cs delectabil- the Monte Carlo calculations.
ity. Therefore, crystal size should be chosen based on On the basis of these results, we recommended

economics provided it is no less than 1 inch. that pipes of several different lengths be provided for
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS the SFAT device: one each of 200, 150, 125,and 100

The present analysis indicates that significant cm. The effectiveness of these pipes can be tested with
the SFAT after construction. In addition, the pipe

= improvementscan be made in the efficiency of the walls should be as thick as possible to minimize theSFAT for detecting 137Cs from a target spent fuel as-
background radiation penetrating into the air column

sembly in the presence of short-cooled background as- from the side.
semblies. These improvements require relatively
minor changes in the instrument geometry and do not The lead filters in the original SFAT should be
affect its maintenance and operation. With the im- replaced withan equivalent optical thickness of low-Z

_ proved design it should be possible to detect a 137Cs filters (we suggest iron). When using filters one must
signal easily ft'orea 5-year-cooled, high-burnup assem- be careful not to use a filter that is so thick that it re-
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duces the uncollided signal from the target assembly tal be chosen for economy bul not be shorter than I
relative to background. The filter should be placed inch.
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